What is the Car Repair challenge?

We produce in our car spraying department a lot of polluted plastic. Every car needs a cover because otherwise there will be spray paint on every part of the car. That needs to be removed and takes a lot of time. Is there another solution possible to reduce this amount of waste? Moreover, we replace many bumpers each year. We think this is a great car part to reuse or we should use the bumpers as raw material for a new product.

Let us change a repair into a circularity.

Some challenges you may want to work on:

- How to make the repair more circular?
- How to reduce the use of plastic?
- What to do with the polluted materials?

Relevant considerations for the challenge / theme:

Solutions are suitable for the ABS company but could also be used in the total car industry. The ABS colleagues are close by during the exploration of the challenge.